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We study some representations of real numbers. We compare these representations, on 
the one hand from the viewpoint of recursive functionals, and of complexity on the other 
hand. 
The impossibility of obtaining some functions as recursive functionals is, in general, easy. 
This impossibility may often be explicited (and reinforced) in terms of complexity: 
_ existence of a sequence of low complexity whose image is not a recursive sequence, 
_ existence of objects of low complexity but whose images have arbitrarily high time- 
complexity (often, the ‘low complexity’ is linear time or polynomial time). 
Moreover, some representations of real numbers that are equivalent from the viewpoint of 
recursive functionals, are very distinct from the viewpoint of complexity. 
We make a particular study of representations via continued fractions (dfc). We precise 
exactly what part of information available in the x’s dfc is equivalent to the information 
available in its Dedekinds cut. We show that the sum of two reals whose dfcs are 
polynomial-time computable may be a real whose dfc has time complexity arbitrarily high. 
This work confirms that the unique representation of real numbers suitable for the ordinary 
calculus is via explicit Cauchy sequences of rationals. 
Nous Ctudions differentes manieres de presenter les nombres reels. Nous comparons ces 
presentations du point de vue des fonctionnelles recursives d’une part, et de celui des classes de 
complexitt d’autre part. 
L’impossibilitt d’obtenir certaines fonctions sous forme de fonctionnelles recursives est en 
general facile a etablir. Cette impossiblite peut souvent etre explicitee (et renforcee) en termes 
de complexite: 
_ il existe une suite de faible complexit dont I’image est une suite non r&cursive, 
- il existe des objets de faible complexite mais dont les images sont des objets de complexit 
arbitrairement grande (le plus souvent la ‘faible complexite’ est celle en temps lineaire ou 
polynomial). 
En outre, certaines presentations des reels equivalentes du point de vue des fonctionnelles 
recursives se distinguent nettement du point de vue de la complexite. 
Nous faisons une etude particulitre concernant les dtveloppements en fraction continue 
(dfc). Nous precisions exactement quelle est la partie de I’information disponible dans le dfc 
d’un reel x qui Cquivaut a I’information disponible dans sa coupure de Dedekind. Nous 
montrons Cgalement que la somme de deux reels dont le dfc est calculable en temps polynomial 
peut Ctre un reel dont le dfc est de complexite arbitrairement grande. 
Ce travail confirme que seule une presentation des reels via des suites de rationnels 
explicitement de Cauchy est adaptee aux calculs avec les reels. 
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Introduction 
The notion of recursive real numbers was introduced by Turing in 1936 [9] and 
studied in detail, especially by Specker [S] and Rice [6]. 
In his paper [3], Ko has introduced and studied the notion of complexity 
concerning different representations of a real number. 
As for the representations via Cauchy sequences and Dedekind cuts, he has 
defined the following sets: [WCON(%) and IRoUT( where % is an arbitrary class 
of complexity. We shall use the notation [WCoNv(U) instead of I&&%). 
In [5], Labhalla studied the representation via continued fraction and intro- 
duced [w ooNT( %). See also the paper of Ko [4]. 
In this article, we study several representations of real numbers (repre- 
sentations defined as follows: [WCONv, [WCUT_-, RCUT, [WMIR, RcoNT), while 
introducing the viewpoint of recursive functionals. [WCuT and RCUT_ are 
apparently two very similar representations, based on Dedekind cuts. [WMrR is 
based on irrationality measures. 
We obtain polynomial-time functionals to represent the identity of [w in the 
following cases: 
[w CONT’ R&UR-+ &VT+ RCoN”* 
We give a strong constructive form of the following theorem: “no part of 
Iw CONV is recursively decidable”. 
We show that RCoT, [WMVIIR and IwcoNT are equivalent on the point of view of 
recursive functionals, but not RCUT and [WCoT_, although RCUT( %‘) = RCUT_( U) 
for any time-complexity class V. Moreover, we specify the complexity of 
functionals relating [WMVIIR to RcoNT. 
Usually, the impossibility of obtaining some functions as recursive functionals is 
easy to establish. This impossibility can often be explicited (and reinforced) in 
terms of complexity: 
- existence of a low complexity sequence, the image of which is a nonrecursive 
sequence, 
- existence of low complexity objects whose images have arbitrarily high time 
complexity. 
(Usually, the low complexity is linear or polynomial time). 
We give different versions for the nonrecursivity of the following test: ‘x E Q?’ 
when x is in [WCUT, R MIR or [w CONT. 
For a class %’ of arbitrary high time-complexity, we obtain the noninclusions as 
follows: 
&JT(~) Tp R Co,v(LINTIME) , ~MIR(~ + brr(L~NTIME)~ 
moreover: 
R c!oNT( 9) # R MIR(9) 
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We also obtain quite high results of nonstability under addition (for a class % of 
arbitrary time complexity): 
RC”T(Y) + KzXJT(~) + RC”T(% 
RMIR(~) + RMIR(P) + RhUR(% 
R Cc&V + R coNT(~) + RcoNT(~)* 
As far as the developments in continued fractions are concerned, we define 
accurately which is the available part of information in the dfc of a real number x 
that is equivalent to the available information in its Dedekind cut. 
All these results reinforce the results that were previously obtained on the 
subject. 
Some notations 
N1 
v 
N 
z 
cl! 
Q”’ 
R 
R CONV 
Iw CONV(%e) 
Iw CUT 
[w CUT- 
[w MIR 
[w CONT 
LINTIME 
%G!? 
Pr 
Ret 
dfc 
even dfc 
Set of natural integers in unary form. 
Strictly positive integers as part of N1. 
Set of natural integers in binary form. From a complexity point of 
view, N1 is isomorphic to the part of N made up of powers of 2. 
Set of relative integers in binary form. 
Set of rationals presented in the form of a fraction with binary 
numerator and denominator. 
Set of sequences of rationals, where the index is in unary form. 
Sequences are, in general, considered with a unary index. To be 
more accurate, we make precise Ni or N as an exponent. 
‘Abstract’ set of real numbers. 
Set of real numbers via Cauchy sequences (cf. Section 2.1). 
Part of [WooNv made up of objects of complexity % (% is a class of 
complexity); Y-sequence in * * - (cf. end of Section 2.1). 
Set of real numbers via Dedekind cuts. 
Alternative of RCUT. 
Set of real numbers via Dedekind cuts, but by expliciting the 
relations of strict inequality, that is by specifying an irrationality 
measure. 
Set of real numbers via continued fractions. 
Complexity in (deterministic) linear time. 
Complexity in polynomial time. We moreover use the following 
standard notations: DTIME(f(n)) and DSPACE(f(n)). 
Primitive recursive ‘complexity’ (let us remind that a function is 
primitive recursive if and only if it is primitive recursive in time). 
Class of recursive functions. 
Development in continued fraction. 
Finite dfc of a rational a/b: [a,,; a,, a*, . . . , ap] with p an even 
number (so ap can take the value 1). 
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Int(x) 
lg(n) 
sg(x) 
x=,y 
Integral part of the real number x. 
Length of the integer n when it is in binary form. 
Sign of x (-1, 0 or +l). 
Refers to preliminaries at the end of Section 1. 
1. Preliiinaries 
1.1. Recalls on continued fractions 
Let a0 be an integer and (a,, a2, . . . , a,) a finite sequence of strictly positive 
integers. We write down [a,,; a,, a*, . . . , a,] the finite continued fraction: 
1 
a0+ 
1 
4 + 
al+*.. 
+’ 
a, 
and [ao; a1, a2, . . . , a,,, . . .] the infinite continued fraction. 
Therefore, every irrational number x has a unique representation via an infinite 
continued fraction and each rational number x has a unique representation via a 
finite continued fraction [ao; a,, a2, . . . , a,,], where a, > 1 if n 3 1. 
Moreover, [a,; a,, a2, . . . , a,,] = [a,; a,, . . . , a,, - 1, l] (with n > 0). 
Thus, we can infer from this, that each rational x has only one representation 
via a finite continued fraction [a,; al, a2, . . . , a,] if n is an even number. 
Subsequently, we will shorten ‘representation via continued fraction’ by dfc. 
Some classical results 
Let x = [a,; a,, a2, . . . , a,, . . .] and p,,/q” = [a,; a,, a2, . . . , a,]. 
The integer a,, is called nth partial quotient and the fraction pn/qn the nth 
convergent of x. Therefore, 
Vns2 pn = anpn-l +b2, qn = an4n-1 + qn-2, 
L,(z) = [ao; a,, . . . , a,, z] =rz +‘:I: , 
” n 
H 
n 
ty) = _ %-1Y -Pn-1 
4llY -PtI ’ 
a,+, = InW,(x)), 
Vn31 
1 PI8 
4n(4n+4ntl)i “-4n <-* I I 
1 
4n4n+l 
qn > $“-w, 
For any integer n 2 1 and any rational afb such that 0 < b G q,, and a/b #pn/qn, 
Moreover, if y is between by x and pn/qn, then x and y have the same dfc up to 
order n and so the same convergents up to p,,/q,,. 
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1.2. Recursive functionals and complexity 
We study in this paper the complexity of some recursive functionals. These are 
functionals which, on the one hand, accept as inputs some ‘discrete’ objects 
(elements of Nr, N, E, Q, . . .), and, on the other hand, some more complex ones 
such as elements of Q” or of (-2, -1, 0, 1, 2)“‘. 
These complex objects occur as oracles for a Turing machine which computes 
the recursive functional. 
As output, the oracle Turing machine (OTM) provides ‘discrete’ objects; 
however, a functional from Q” to FV”’ can be obtained in form of a functional 
from Ni X Q” to N. 
When the oracles of an OTM give answers whose size is a priori bounded, we 
say we are in the ‘locally compact’ case. 
In this case, the definition of time complexity of the executed computation is 
well known: the computation time has to be bounded- irrespective of the 
answers given by the oracle - by a recursive function S(n) where n represents the 
size of ‘discrete’ inputs; therefore, the computation is in DTIME(S(n)). 
When the oracles of an OTM give some answers whose size is a priori arbitrary, 
the complexity in time of the functional is relatively not well defined in the 
literature. 
We will not give a general definition, and we will only consider the three 
following notions (the last one is still partly nondefined): 
- recursive functional, 
- (uniformly) primitive recursive functional (as given in [2]), 
- (uniformly) polynomial-time functional. 
Let us explain those two last notions. A functional is (uniformly) primitive 
recursive if it can be computed by a loop program using the only basic 
instructions as follows: 
T 
instructions N = f (MI, M2, . . . , I&) where f is a primitive recursive function 
we could limit f to some functions particularly simple), 
- ‘oracle’ instructions: N = g(M,, I’&, . . . , Mj) where g is an oracle. 
The only loops of a ‘loop programme’ are loops ‘Repeat N times’, that can 
possibly be linked to each other and where N is a variable of the program. 
As far as the polynomial-time functionals are concerned, we will not give a 
definition, however, let us point out those two following remarks. 
Firstly, the polynomial-time functionals we construct, are always as follows: 
they can be computed by a program without any loop and whose basic 
instructions are: 
- instructions N = f (MI, M2, . . . , A.$) where f is a polynomial-time computable 
function, 
- ‘oracle’ instructions: N = g(M,, M2, . . . , Mj) where g is an oracle, 
- ‘oracle’ instructions: N = (number coding the) list of values h(O), 
h(l), . . . 3 h(L) where h is an oracle that accepts a unary input. 
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Secondly, we adopt the following criterion: if there exists a polynomial-time 
computable sequence (u,) such that the sequence (9(Q) is a non-polynomial- 
time computable sequence, then the functional is likely not to be (uniformly) 
polynomial-time computable. 
It seems clear that any sensible definition of the notion of uniformly 
polynomial-time computable functionals has to be consistent with the first and 
second aspect above. 
We will conclude with some informal definitions used in the remainder of this 
article. 
Definitions (more or less informal) 
(1) Assume one ‘abstract’ set A is presented by one ‘concrete’ set ~4, i.e., with 
which the notion of recursive functionals has a sense. We will note that two 
elements x’ and x” of d are equal in A if they represent the same element x of A. 
And we will write down x’ =A x”. 
(2) Assume that two ‘abstract’ sets A and B are presented by two ‘concrete’ 
sets .YG~ and 53. We will say that a recursive functional 9 from .& to 93 is 
extensional or that it respects the equality if it represents a function f from A to B. 
We then say that the function f can recursively be represented (in the repre- 
sentations d and c?$ of A and 5). By replacing ‘recursive functional’ by ‘primitive 
recursive functional’ or ‘P-functional’, we get the notions of K-representable 
and of P-representable functions. 
(3) Assume that one ‘abstract’ set A is presented by two ‘concrete’ sets _c& 
and J&. We will say that two elements x1 and x2 of ~-4~ and Se2 are equal in A if 
they represent the same element x of A. And we write down x1 =Ax2. We will 
say that the two representations are recursively equivalent (respectively, .LP- 
equivalent, I%-equivalent) if the identity of A can be represented by a recursive 
functional from & to d2 and by a recursive functional from ~-4~ to sB1 
(respectively, by a P-functional, by a R--functional). 
2. Some representations of real numbers 
2.1. Cauchy real numbers : R-oNv 
From a computational viewpoint, the most natural way of representing a real 
number x is to provide a method which allows to find, for n E Ni, a rational 
approximation of x with the l/2n precision. This leads to the representation of x 
via a sequence of rationals (&LEN,’ converging to x, with, for example, the 
following condition: 
lx, -Xml++$ 
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Deiinition 2.1. We will define more accurately RCoNv as the part of Cl”’ formed 
with sequences of rationals (x,),+ which verify the condition: 
I& --L+1l+z. 
Moreover, there exists a pleasant similar way of representing a real number X, in 
a sum form: 
with co E Z and (a,&+ E { -2, - 1, 0, 2) No. The advantage is that any element of 
z x (-2, -l,O, 1,2}“’ represents a real number x. The sign of X, if it is strict, is 
given by the first nonnull a, and 0 is only represented by the identically null 
sequence. Moreover, the fact of tolerating ‘one extra digit’ in comparison with an 
‘ordinary’ writing in radix 4 allows to obtain the following result. 
Proposition 2.2. R CONV and Z x { -2, -1, 0, 1, 2)“’ are fwo CT-equivalent repre- 
sentations of R! .
Proof. First note (co, (u,JnsN1) in Z x (-2, -1, 0, 1,2}“’ and define the sequence 
(Yn)neN, with values in Z by 
Yo = co, Y,+~ = 4431+ a,, 
so that the sequence x, = yJ4” converges to the real number x defined by 
x=co+g& 
i=O 
Then, Ix, - x,+~I s 2/4”+’ = 1/22”“, so that the sequence indeed represents x 
in R CONV* 
As the integers n (unary) and co (binary) are on input, it is obvious that the 
program (with use of the oracle a,) which computes the numerator y, and the 
denominator 4” of x, is in DTIME(O(n’)). Inversely, let (x,),+ be an element 
of RCONV. Define the rational XL: the number in the form of y,,/4” (with y, in H) 
the closest from x%+3 (y,, is the integral part of 3 + 4n~2n+3). We thus denote the 
following inequalities: 
1x; - xzn+31 s 1 * 4*, Ix;+1 - xzn+51 S ; * 4”+r 
and 
b2n+3 - X2”+51 
1 1 
<-+-= 
p+4 22n+5 
we infer from them: Ix: -xA+~I s @l/4” < (y)l/4n+1 = 3/4”+‘. It means 
IVY, - yn+ll < 3. As an = Y,+I - 4y,, is an integer, it is obviously one out of the five 
following numbers: -2, - 1, 0, 1, 2. 
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It is clear that the computation of y,, (thus also of a, or c,,) is in DTIME(O(n*)) 
for an input rr when we have the oracle (.QnEN,. 0 
Remark. We have a similar result with, for example, the radix 2 and the digits 
-1, 0, 1, or more generally one radix p and at least p + 1 consecutive figures, for 
example, if we want a development of a number x in radix 4 with the figures 1,2, 
3, 4, 5, we add 3 to every figure with the previously defined development of 
y=x-3ci4-(i+i)=x-1. 
Notation. Rcow(%): Let V b e a complexity class, we will denote by RcoNv(%) 
the part of RCoNv which consists of the %-complexity sequences (x,),+. 
%-sequence in IR coNv: A sequence (x”) in R oONv will be called a %-sequence 
if the double sequence (x,,J (defined by (x,& = (x”),J is of complexity V. All 
terms of a %-sequence in lRCoNv are in R ooNv( %), however, the converse does 
not apply. 
2.2. Dedekind real numbers: R CuT 
A real number x is Dedekind computable if the test tX: ‘compare the real 
number x to the rational q’ is effective (q is the variable and f,.(q) can have three 
values: -1, 0 or +l whether q <x, q =x or q >x). 
The version of a real number 9 computable in the sense of Dedekind can be 
obtained if we query the test to be computable in polynomial time. We can use 
Dedekind cuts to obtain a new representation of real numbers. We note it RCUT. 
Definition 2.3. We precisely define R’ ouT as a part of Z x {-l,O, +l}“. An 
element (2, t) of Z X {-l,O, +l}o f IS in I&-oT if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(1) The function is nondecreasing and it takes, at most, only once the value 
zero, 
(2) Vq (t(q) > 0 + &I’ < 4, t(4’) > O), 
Q (t(4) < 0 3 %I’ > 4, Q’) CO), 
(q and q’ are rationals). 
(3) t(z) < 0 < t(z + 2). 
The meaning of the conditions (l)-(3) is that the function t is indeed a test 
which corresponds to a real number x. 
The fact that we explicitly integrate the bounds z and z + 2 in the definition of 
IF% CUT allows us to immediately obtain the next proposition. 
Proposition 2.4. There exists a DTIME(O(n*))-functional form Z x { -1, 0, +l}o 
to R CONV whose restriction to (w CUT represents the identity of I&!. 
Proof. The input 
{-l,O, +l}“. We 
1/2”+2 precision. 
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is given by z E Z and n E N,, and we have an oracle in 
make a dichotomy from the initial values z and z + 2 up to a 
0 
Notation. R cuT(%): Analogue of R ooNv( U). For example, R,,,(9) represents 
the set of polynomial-time computable real numbers in the sense of Dedekind. 
The %-sequences in Iwo,, would also be defined similarly to the %-sequences in 
R CONV. 
One variation. RCUT_: Another test, t;(q) that only gives the values -1 or +l 
whether q <x or x G q can be considered. This would lead to define the set 
R CUT- as a suitable part of Z x { -1, +l}“. We will not bother to make explicit 
the conditions similar to the ones given in Definition 2.3. 
2.3. Real numbers with irrationality measure: R,,, 
The test t,, if positive, allows us to decide whether a rational q is distinct from 
X. When it applies, this should be made explicit by computing a rational q’ 
between x and q. We therefore get a more explicit version of Dedekind cuts. 
Definition 2.5. (1) We call irrationality measure of a real number x, a function p 
from Q to Q which satisfies the three following conditions: 
p(q)=4 * x =9, 
4’=!44)<4 + x<q’<q, 
q’=FL(q)>q + x>q’>q. 
(2) We call irrationality measure without a sign for a real number x, a function 
n from N to N which satisfies the following condition (with m E Z, n E N): 
1 
x#Fj x-m >- 
n 1 I n v(n) ’ 
If x is irrational, the irrationality measure without a sign is very similar to the 
irrationality measure in its classical sense. 
We can use irrationality measures to obtain a new representation of real 
numbers. 
Definition 2.6. We will precisely define R’,,, as a part of Z x QQ. One element 
(2, p) of Z X Q” is in RMIR if and only if the following conditions are verified 
(with q, q’, r in Q): 
(1) P(q)Gq<r * P(r)<r, 
q<rsP(r) + 4<49), 
(2) 4<44)=4’ * 9’<P(4’)? 
4>44)=4 + 4”P(4’)9 
(3) 2 <&z) < &z + 2) -=C 2 + 2. 
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Theorem 2.7. IWcuT and RMIR are two recursively equivalent representations of Iw. 
More accurately: 
(a) There exists a 9-functional from H x QQ to E x { -1, 0, +l}” whose 
restriction to [WMIR represents the identity of [w (when it is represented by [w,,, 
(source) and [WCUT (image)). 
(b) There exists a partial recursive functional from Z x { -1, 0, +l}” whose 
restriction to [WCUT represents the identity of [w (when it is represented by IWcuT and 
~MIR). 
Proof. (a) Immediate: we compare q and u(q). 
(b) Assume, for example, that t(q) < 0; we initialize q’ := q + 1 and we then 
do q’ := ?(q + q’) until t(q’) < 0. 0 
It has to be pointed out that this procedure can be endless if the oracle is not in 
conformity with an element of RcuT. 
Remarks. The fact that the functional is not so good in the way RcvT+ RMIR, 
will be translated in terms of complexity (cf. Section 4). 
A real number x is in 03 MIR( 9) if and only if it is in RcoNv(5’) and it has an 
irrationality measure without a sign bounded by a function n --, 2P(‘g(n)) where P is 
a polynomial. Similar result with PSPACE. 
Likewise, a real number x is in [WMIR(lW) if and only if it is in [WcoNv(Pr) and it 
has a primitive recursive irrationality measure without a sign. 
2.4. Real numbers via continued fractions: IwcoNT 
We now consider the representation via continued fractions. An irrational real 
number x has an infinite development in continued fraction n+ a,(x) which 
can be considered as an element of Z X NNf. 
Moreover, a rational number has a finite development in continued fraction 
which can be lengthened with zeros in a purely conventional way. 
Finally, we note that a real number represented by a computable element of 
R MIR cannot ispso facto be tested as rational or irrational. All this leads to 
thinking the following definition is adequate. 
Definition 2.8. We will precisely define RcoNT as being equal to Z x N”‘. Any 
element (e, f) of RcoNT represents a real number x whose development in 
continued fraction is given by the sequence (e, f (l), f (2), . . .) acknowledging 
however to stop at the first null f(i). 
Theorem 2.9. RcoNT and [w,,, are two k-equivalent representations of [w. More 
precisely : 
(a) There exists a Sfunctional from E x NNr = RcONT to h x Q” which 
represents the identity of IF! (represented by [WCONT and [WMIR). 
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(b) There exists a Pr-functional from Z x Q” to Z X NN1’ whose restriction to 
R MIR represents the identity of R (represented by [WMIR and [WCONT). 
Proof. Let us first consider the functional from [WCoNT to [WMIR. We use the 
inequalities given in the preliminaries. We have as input the rational a/b and we 
have (at our disposal) an oracle for the real number x in RcoNT. 
We will compute successive convergents of the real number X. If during the 
computation, x appears to be rational (an oracle answer ‘f(n)’ is zero), the 
comparison of x to a/b is immediate. We can therefore assume that, to simplify 
the report, this case does not occur. 
Thus, the program consists of the following: 
- compute k = 1 + 2 lg(b), and query the oracle for the list of the first k + 1 
partial quotients, 
- compute the successive convergents PO/q,,, PI/q,, . _ . , pn/qn until q,, 3 b (we 
have n G k), 
- compute 4n+l, 
- the rational number p(a/b) strictly bounded by x and a/b is therefore 
a/b + E/qn(qn + q,+J where E is the sign of (a/b -p,/q,,). 
Consider now the functional from R Mm to RCoNT. The data are: the integer z 
(X is in the interval (z, z + 2)) and the integer n; and we have an oracle for the 
real number x in [WMrn. 
We want to compute the nth partial quotient a,, of X. If, during the 
computation, x appears to be rational, therefore the result is immediate. In order 
to simplify, we will thus consider that this case does not occur. The computation 
is a simple recurrence (we use the oracle). The first partial quotient, the integral 
part e of X, is z + 1 or z (we query ~(2 + 1) to decide). 
We compute the successive convergents whenever the partial quotients have 
been found. If the last found convergent is pi/e, we query the oracle for pj/qj 
that gives an answer ‘rj = ,u(pj/qj)‘_ We then get the bound: aj+l i Int(Hj(q)). We 
can now compute Uj+l by dichotomy, comparing x to Lj(mi) for integers mi 
between 1 and Int(Hj(q)). 0 
Remark. In the previous demonstration, the uniformly recursive primitive 
procedure is not ‘uniformly in polynomial time’ because the variables p’, p, q’, q 
(which contain pi-l, pi, qj_l, qj) have a not well controlled increasing size during 
the successive loops (passing from j to j + 1). 
Furthermore (cf. [.5]), the next proposition follows. 
Proposition 2.10. We can construct an element of IWMIR(P) whose image in RCONT 
i3 not in RCONT(~). 
Proof. Assume, indeed, the real number x whose development in continued 
fraction is given by 
a&) = 1, a,(x) = 22”. 
It is clear that x is not in RcoNT(9). 
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However, for any rational a/b, the search for the integer k such that 
2k-’ s lg(b) < 2k (so a k <b*) costs O(lg(b)) and we have 
== fi (1 + UJ < 2 * 22”“, qk = akqk-1 + qk--2. 
i=l 
whence 
This gives a suitable upper bound for the irrationality measure without a sign of 
x. 
Moreover, x is in IRoUT since x - alb has the same sign as pk/qk -a/b (a 
fortiori x is in R eONv( 9)). 0 
3. Impossibility of representing recursively some functions and some 
elementary tests 
3.1. Impossibility via recursive functionals 
Preliminary remark. Consider a recursive functional that processes in ‘input’, an 
element x = (x,),,~, E Cl!“’ in [WeoN”. This means, for the program that computes 
this functional, to query an oracle (to the question ‘n?‘, it answers ‘x,‘). 
Assume that the program has given a result with the oracle x and that the 
greatest integer n, for which the oracle has been questioned is k; we then can 
construct an oracle y which would answer in the same way to the questions stated 
to x and which corresponds to an arbitrary real number in the interval [& - 1/2k, 
xk + 1/2k]. With this new oracle, the program ends at the same result. 
We could particularly point out that the oracle which would answer ‘x,’ to any 
question ‘n?’ where n G k, and ‘xk’ to any question ‘n?‘, where n 2 k would 
produce the same computation as the oracle (x,). 
Proposition 3.1. (a) The tests x = O?, x > O?, x s O?, x E Q? are not given by 
recursive functionals when x E RCONV. 
(b) The test x E Q? is not given by a recursive functional for x in RCUT, RMUIIR 
or [w CONT. 
Proposition 3.2. The identity of R! cannot recursively be represented for the 
representations RcoNv (source) and [w CUT (imuge) of R (same result with RCUT-, 
RMIR or [wCO~ instead of [WC”=). 
Proof. First consider the test x = O? with x in RCoNv; the recursive functional 
only knows x via approximate rational values. 
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Consider the answer given by the functional when the oracle answers 0 each 
time we query an approximate value of x. 
As the program only queries a finite number of approximate values, the only 
available information about x is similar to “x is in such interval” (not reduced to a 
point). 
The answer, if it is right for x null, is wrong for every other real number in the 
concerned interval and vice versa. 
Same way of reasoning for the tests x > O?, x s O?, x E Q? with x in lRc.o,,,. 
For the test ‘x E Q?’ with x in RCUT, we consider an oracle which answers like 
fi. When the program that computes the functional has given a result, a finite 
number of comparisons to rationals has occurred. Thus, there exists a rational 
interval containing a such that any real number in this rational interval would 
have given the same results for the questions stated: therefore, the functional is 
wrong either for the rationals or for the irrationals in this interval. Proposition 3.2 
is the immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1(a). Cl 
Remarks (Comments on Proposition 3.1(b)). (1) There nevertheless exists a 
recursive functional with source RCUT not defined everywhere that answers ‘yes’ 
when x E Q and does not answer anything.in the other case. 
(2) Although each rational point is an isolated point of R’coNT for its ‘natural’ 
metric’, the set of rationals is a dense part of [woo,,. This explains the fact that 
R CONT is not recursively equivalent to the disjoint union of rationals (on which 
R! CONT induces the discrete topology) and irrationals (which is a complete 
subspace). 
Theorem 3.3. Assume a, b E lRCoNV and 9 a recursive functional from RCoNV to 
(0, l} with S(a) = 0 and S(b) = 1. Then, we can construct a’ and b ’ in [WC,,, 
such that F(a’) = 0, 9(b’) = 1 and a’ =R b’. 
Proof. The theorem is a generalization of Proposition 3.1(a), it can be read as 
‘none part of R is recursively decidable in the sense of ReoNv (except the empty 
and full one)‘; the formulation of the theorem is more constructive and the proof 
which is given is here constructive. 
We know that the result .9(a) = 0 is obtained by the program which computes 
the functional 9 from a finite number of rational approximations of a. Let k be 
the last index for which ak is questioned during the computation of 9(a). 
Consider a1 the sequence obtained from (a,) when we take, from the index k, all 
’ The ‘natural’ distance between two developments in continued fractions is very much close to: 
l/[l + number of the first distinct number in the two dfcs]; the only change to be made is, as for the 
dfc of a rational, to replace a dfc of a rational ending in 1 by the dfc of the same rational that does not 
end in 1. It can easily be verified that this distance is given by a recursive functional with values in 
IFS CON”. 
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the terms equal to ak and consider a* the constant sequence whose terms are 
equal to $. The sequences a1 and a* represent the rational number uk in RCoNv. 
If $(a”) = 1, the construction is over, with a’ = u1 and b’ = a*. 
Assume then 9(u2) = 0. We proceed the same way with b, so that we come 
back to the case when S(b*) = 1, with u* and b* ‘rationals of RCoNv’, i.e., 
constant sequences. 
Assume, for example, b* > a*: then, by dichotomy, we construct two sequences 
of ‘rationals of RCoNv’, u” and b”, which satisfy: 
%(a”) = 0, 9(b”) = 1, 
b* - u* b” _ .” = ~ 
2n-2 ’ 
b*-u* b”-l-b”=0 or ~ un-. +‘=O 
b* - u* 
2”-* , or 2n-_2, 
Then consider the elements of RCoNv B and 6 defined by 
ci,, = (constant value of the sequence u~+~) and 
6, = (constant value of the sequence b,+‘), 
where r 3 2 verifies b* - u2 s 2’-*. 
If S”(6) = 0 and g(6) = 1, the construction is finished with a’ = 6 and b’ = 6. 
Otherwise, assume, for example 9((i) = 1. Let j be the last index for which Gj is 
questioned by the program which computes S(6). Let then a’ = a’+’ (constant 
sequence) and b’ the sequence which starts like ri and is constant from rank j. 
The construction is finished. 0 
Proposition 3.4. RCUT and RCUT_ are not recursively equivalent 
of R. The identity of R cannot recursively be represented for the 
R CUT- (source) and R CUT (image) of R . 
Proof. We only need to show that the test x = O? is not feasible 
functional for x in [w CUT_. 
representations 
representations 
by a recursive 
Indeed, the available information about the real number x given as one 
element of [WCUT_, after the fact that a finite number of tests has been carried 
out, is similar to x E (q, r] with q and r rationals. It is clear that the equality of x 
to 0 cannot come from such an information. Therefore, the functional which tries 
numbers in an interval (q, O).’ .I3 
to answer the question x = 0. is likely to be wrong, either for 0 or for the real 
Proposition 3.5. Let c be an irrational number. Then the test x = c? is not given by 
u recursive functionul for x in (WCUT, [WMIR or BCOw. 
Proposition 3.6. Let f be a function from II3 to R, strictly monotone in a rational 
interval [a, b] and giving a rational number d = f (c) us image of an irrational c of 
[a, b]; then, the function f cannot recursively be represented in [WCUT. 
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Same result for RMIR and lRCONT. 
Proposition 3.7. The following functions x+x*, (x, y) +xy, (x, y)+x + y, x+ 
exp(x), etc. cannot recursively be represented in RCUT. 
Proofs. Consider the answer given by a functional when the oracle ‘x’ answers in 
the same way as ‘c’. After a finite number queries to the oracle, the available 
information on x is that it belongs to a rational interval, not reduced to a point, 
since c is irrational. 
Therefore, the answer given by the functional is wrong either for ‘c’ or for any 
other real numbers in the concerned interval. 
Then, Proposition 3.6 is immediate. 
As for Proposition 3.7, we apply the 6th one with a suitable irrational (for the 
first example we can take -\/2, the second one is inferred from the first one, for 
the third example we can take y equal to fi, --fi for the variable x, etc.). 0 
Remark. The result stated in Proposition 3.4 could seem to be amazing. 
For an irrational real number x, the functions t, and t; are equal and for a 
rational real number x, the functions t, and t; are only different at x. 
Particularly, the functions t, and t; have necessarily the same complexity. 
3.2. Impossibility via recursive functions 
Introduction. Some parts of lRcoNv such as RCoNv( 9) or RcoNv(Pr) can easily 
be enumerated in an effective way (cf. the following paragraph). So, they can be 
processed by means of recursive functions (instead of recursive functionals). 
It has been proved in the previous paragraph that some functions from R to R 
(or from R x Iw to R) cannot be represented by recursive functionals when some 
representations of R are given in source or image. 
Nevertheless, we could hope some of these functions to be represented by 
recursive functions if we take into account their restriction to a part of I&! which 
has been enumerated in an effective way (for example, R,,,,(S)). 
The aim of this paragraph is to upset that hope; at least, as far as class 9’ is 
concerned. 
It can be thought that all the results obtained could be ‘true’ if we were 
replacing 9 by LINTIME. 
Effective enumeration of [WCONV( 8). Let (Q)~) be an effective enumeration of 
partial recursive functions from N1 to { -1, 0, l} (k is a Godel number for a 
Turing machine). 
If P is a polynomial P(n) := nn + b (with a, b integers), the couple (k, P) 
defines a polynomial-time computable function rj~~ from N, to { -1, 0, l}: 
&(n) := (r(n)’ 
if the program has computed in less than P(n) steps, 
otherwise. 
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The following triplets can therefore be enumerated: (2, k, P) where z E Z, that is 
an effective enumeration of RCoNv(~); the triplet (z, k, P) represents the real 
number x = z + Ci (&(i)/2i+‘). 
The same method gives an effective enumeration of RCoNT(~) or of RMIR(Pr) 
via [Woo&l%). 
What happens to Rconv(Rec) or RCUT(p)? 
As for RcoNv(Rec) or [W,&S’), th e enumeration procedure obtained above 
for R oONv(CP) does not work as well. For example, with IWcoNv(Rec), the set of 
couples (z, Q),J can be enumerated, however the set of k indexes for which the 
partial function Q)k is total, cannot recursively be enumerated. We have a similar 
problem with RCUT($P) and the difficulty lies in testing whether a function t is in 
R eUT or not. 
When we report something as follows (cf. Propositions 3.9 and 3.10): ‘There 
does not exist a recursive function from R,,,(8) to A such that . . .‘, this 
does precisely mean: ‘Assume we enumerated in an effective way a part of 
H x {-l,O, l}” which contains R ,-oT S’), then, via this enumeration, there does ( 
not exist a recursive function to A such that . . .‘. 
An interesting sequence of real numbers. We use a recursive sequence in RcoNv 
formed with real numbers, all rational ones, which is nevertheless not a recursive 
sequence in Q. 
Let (U&N, : IQ 1+- N, be a LINTIME sequence whose image is a part U which 
is recursively enumerated but is not a recursive part of N1. 
We define: 
I/2”, 
w&p):= o 
1 
if n is the first integer that verifies U, = p, 
7 otherwise. 
It is clear that w : N, X N1 + Q is in DTIME(O(n’)). We then define the sequence 
of real numbers (u~UP)~~~,: 
up = 2 w(k, p). 
k=O 
We immediately get the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.8. (a) The sequence (vPUPEN, is a DTIME(O(n2)) sequence in 
R CONV. 
(b) The test ‘vP > O?’ is not recursive. 
(c) The test ‘vP s O?’ is not recursive. 
(d) The sequence (up&EN1 is not a recursive one in Q. 
(e) The sequence (v~)~,~, is not a recursive one in OXCUT. 
(f) The restriction to R CONV(CP) for the identity of R cannot be represented by a 
recursive function from RCONV(P) to RCUT (same to lRMVIIR or to RCONT). 
(g) The tests x > O?, x s O?, x E Q? are not recursive when x E R,,,,,(~). 
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Proof. In (b), we have v, > 0 if and only if p E U. We immediately can infer 
(c)-(f) from it. 
In (g), for the test x E Q, we consider the sequence (tit~~p)~~~,. 0 
Proposition 3.9. (a) The sequence (y,),+ = (I/? + v,),,~~, is a ??-sequence in 
R MIR. 
(b) There does not exist a recursive function from R,,,(~) to IR,,, which 
represents the function x+x* : R + R . 
(c) There does not exist a recursive function from IL!’ MIR( 9) x lF8 M,R( 9) ro [w MIR 
which represents the addition in R. 
(d) Same results with RCUT instead of (WMIR. 
Proof. In (a), we start from the inequality la/b - til > :b*. The sequence 
J/? + uP is a DTIME(O(n*)) sequence in RCoNv. la/b - vP - fil is to be lower 
bounded. Therefore, we compute ul, . . . , u, until 2”-’ G 8b2 < 2”. 
- if we find a value m,, for which u,,,” = p (then up = l/2”‘” with 2”” =S 8b*), we 
obtain /a/b - up - I@ > $b”. 
- otherwise, uP < ib2 so la/b - vP - fil> ib*. 
Therefore, -\/z + vP is a DTIME(O(n*))-sequence in R,,,. 
(b) comes from (a) since the comparison of yi to 2 is not recursive. 
(c) comes also from (a). We add -fi (which is in lRMiR(8)) to the P-sequence 
in [WMIR : (ti + qJup)pdu,. 0 
Proposition 3.10. The test x E Q? is not recursive when x E RCUT(P) (or 
RMIR(% or rwCONdp)). 
Proof. We only need to prove this for R cONT(5P). Consider the sequence (x~)~~~, 
in R coNT defined by 
a,+i(4 := 14 -PI, ao(xP) := 1. 
We have xp E Q if and only if ‘p = u, for some n’ (p E U). So, this test is not 
recursive, although (9) is a P-sequence in RcoNT. 0 
An interesting functional. We use a polynomial-time functional which allows to 
determine a real number in the sense of Cauchy as being equal to the sum of two 
Dedekind real numbers. 
This functional cannot be extensional and does not correspond to any function 
from R to lR*. 
Theorem 3.11. There exists a polynomial-time functional 
9:lR CONV- RMIR x RMIR 
which verifies: if x E RCoNv and 9(x) = (s, t), then x =R s + t. 
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Proof. The following representation P-equivalent to Iwo,,, is used: a real 
number x is represented by one element (c,, (L&~~;) E Z x (1, 2, 3}“r with the 
equality 
.=c,+c; I’ 
i=l 
The idea consists in writing Ui in a ti + Si form with one out of two equals to 0; 
moreover, we choose the ti null in intervals with regularly increasing length. 
Then the real t obtained is irrational enough. More precisely, we define: 
ti = ai, if i E [(2n)‘, (2n + l)‘), t, = 0, otherwise, 
si = ai, if i E [(2n + 1)2, (2n + 2)2), Si = 0, otherwise. 
The functional g : x -+ (s, t) from lRcoNv to RcoNv x RcoNv is obviously a 
polynomial-time one. 
We compute on input i E N, the integral part m = Int(fi), and then whether we 
compute s or t and depending on the evenness of m, we give the output 0 or Ui 
(which is given by questioning the oracle (a,),&. 
The fact is to note that the functional can be factorized by IWMrn X lRMIR as 
follows: 
R CONV ’ RCONV 
Concerning computation S: it is a matter of computing a rational u’/b’ between 
a/b and s from the input a/b E Q and by using an oracle (s,),,~~. 
For this, we only need to establish an inequality: 
la/b - SI > 1/2P(‘g(b)) 9 where P is a polynomial. 
Consider 
s(k) = 2 2 
i=O 
and assume k = lg(b), then: if a/b = s(k) we have 
and then 
a I I 1 ’ - 5 ’ 24kz+4k+l ; 
otherwise we have: 
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and 
Using the triangular inequality, we obtain 
I I s-a > 1 b 24k2+4k’ 
which gives an end to the demonstration. 0 
Whence, we immediately infer the next proposition. 
Proposition 3.12. (a) There does not exist a recursive function 
~MIR(~) x ~MIR(~)‘~M,R> 
which represents the addition in R. 
(b) Same result with 
k”T(~) x kz”T(~)‘Rz”T. 
(c) Same result with 
RCoNT(pr) x RCONT(Pr)’ RCONT. 
Proof. (a) Considering the composite of this function and the functional of 
Theorem 3.11, we should obtain a result inconsistent with Proposition 3.8(f). 
(b) Same reasoning. 
(c) Same reasoning taking, however, into account that RcoNT and RMIR are 
Pr-equivalent. 0 
4. Objects of low complexity whose image has an arbitrarily high complexity 
Subsequently, we use a ‘fundamental emma’ to construct suitable reals. Let us 
first recall the unary version 
time-constructible functions. 
of the hierarchy theorem and one lemma about the 
Hierarchy theorem (unary). 
N* which verify 
Let TI and Tz be two recursive functions from N to 
- c is time constructible with T,(n) 3 2”, 
- T,(n) an, 
- T,(n)log(G(n))lT,(n) converges to 0. 
Then there exists a part A of N, which is in DTIME(T,(n)) but not in 
DTIME( c(n)). 
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Lemma. (a) If S and T are two time-constructible increasing functions >2n, then 
the composite of S and T is also time-constructible. 
(b) If S is increasing time-constructible and verifies S(n) 3 2n, then the function 
II constructed by recurrence from S, 
U(1) = a, U(n + 1) = S(U(n)), 
is also time-constructible. 
Fundamental lemma. For any increasing recursive function V, there exists a 
time-constructible function U and a part A of N, whose characteristic function xa 
satisfies 
- XA(n) is computable in time U(n), 
- XA(n + 1) is not computable in time V(U(n)). (In another way, A E 
DTIME( U(n)) but 1 + A $ DTIME(V( U(n))).) 
Proof. We bound V by an increasing time-constructible function S. We only need 
to set the lemma with S. Let U be the function defined by: 
U(1) = 1, U(n + 1) = 2s(u(“)). 
Then, from the unary hierarchy theorem and the lemma, there exists a part A of 
N1 which is recognizable in time U but not in time log,(U), it means: XA(n) is 
computable in time U(n) but X,(n + 1) is not computable in S(U(n)). •i 
Theorem 4.1. For any increasing recursive function T(n) there exists a real 
number x which is in R o&LINTIME) but not in R,-,,(DTIME(T(n))). 
Proof. Consider V(n) = T(2 n and U constructed from V as it occurs in the ) 
fundamental emma. Let x be: 
m 2xA(i)- 1 
X=x 
i=O 
2&) ’ 
For any integer n E N1, the search for the integer k E N, such that 
U(k)Gn<U(k+l) 
costs (O(n)). Consider 
d 
n 
= 5 2xA(i)-1 
i=O 
2uG) . 
Then (d,) (as a sequence of rationals with n E Ni) is in LINTIME and we have 
the following inequalities: 
And so x is in R! ,o,v(LINTIME) . 
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However the sign of x - d, is given by xA(k + l), which is not computable in 
time T(2U(k)); and the size of d,, is bounded by 2U(k). 0 
In the following corollary, RCoNvZ (LINTIME) refers to the LINTIME part of 
h x (-1, 0, l}“‘. The set lRcoNv2(LINTIME) can be enumerated in the same way 
as R eoNvZ(P) (treated at the beginning of the paragraph, and P-equivalent to 
l% CON”(P)). 
We will write down the ‘inclusions’. 
R coNvz(LINTIME) c R coADTIME(O(n’))). 
R! oo,v(LINTIME) c lR,-o,,,(DTIME(O(n’+‘))) (E arbitrarily small). 
Corollary 4.2. There does not exist a recursive function from RcoNv2(LINTIME) 
to &UT which represents [w identity (this reinforces the result obtained at 
Proposition 3.8(f)). 
Theorem 4.3. For every increasing recursive function T(n) there exists a real 
number x which is in IF! ,-&LINTIME) but not in R,,,(DTIME(T(n))). 
Proof. Let S be a time-constructible function with S(n) > T(2n) + n + 1. Define 
then the function U by recurrence: 
U(1) = 1, U(n + 1) = S(U(n)). 
Consider the real number y as: 
y’i 1 
i=O 
2UG) . 
Let us show that y E [We-,(LINTIME). F or any rational number a/b, we search 
for an integer k such that 
2(l(k)--U(k-1)--l < b < 2U(k+1)-u(k)-1 
7 
this costs O(lg(b)). We set 
ek=$ A. 
i=o 
We cannot have ek G a/b < y, else 
1 1 
-~rr-e*<y-ee~2u’L+‘)-,; 
b2U’k’ b 
this would imply 
b > 2u(k+1)--U(k)-1. . contradiction. 
So we have 
alb<y e afbse,. 
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Now, we show that y is not in R,,,(DTIME(T(n))): 
y-ekS 2&i 3 IP(Q) - e/cl< 2U(*lt1)-1 ’ 
which implies denominator of p(e,J 2 2U(k+1)-u(k)-1, so size of p(e,J 2 U(k + 1) 
- U(k) - 1 and U(k + 1) > T(2U(k)) + U(k) + 1, but ek size is bounded by 
2U(k). 0 
Remark. A negative result similar to Corollary 4.2 of Theorem 4.1 cannot be 
inferred from Theorem 4.3: the reason is that RcUT(LINTIME) cannot be 
enumerated in an effective way (in opposition to RcoNv2(LINTIME)). 
Theorem 4.4. For any increasing recursive function T(n) there exist two real 
numbers s and t which are in RMIR(P) but whose sum is not in 
R,,,(DTIME(T(n))) (and a fortiori not in R,r,(DTIME(T(n)))). 
Proof. We note the number x constructed at Theorem 4.1 in the form of s + t, in 
conformity with the construction described at Theorem 3.11; x is in 
RcoNv(LINTIME), so s and t are in R MIR( 9). 0 
Remark. In fact, s and t are in R,rR(DTIME(O(n3))). 
5. Detailed study of the representation via continued fractions 
5.1. RcoNT by comparison with IGUT 
Notations. If f is a function from FYF to N, we will call the subgraph off, the part 
under the graph of f; it means the set of couples (n, m) from fVT x N which 
verifies m Cf(n) and we will note Zf the function from FVT to N defined by: 
zf(n) := l$,f(i). 
The following theorem states that, from a polynomial-time viewpoint, to consider 
the Dedekind cut of a real x amounts to considering the subgraph of 2f, where 
f(n) is the nth partial quotient of the continued fraction of x. 
This leads us to take the notation R c-NTsoUs as a new representation of IR: 
I-8 coNTsous is the part of Z x (0, l}Nixrm formed with the couples (e, g) where g is 
the characteristic function of a subgraph for an increasing function from IV: to N: 
such a couple represents the same real x as the one represented in Rco, by the 
couple (e, f), where f (1) := g(1) and f (n) := g(n) - g(n - 1) for n > 1. 
The complexity of a function f from /VT to N can be perceived from two points 
of view: on the one hand, the complexity of the subgraph of Zf, on the other 
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hand, Zf growth rate. It is clear that the passage of a function f to the subgraph of 
Ef is given by a P-functional. Therefore the following theorem points out which 
is the part of information available in RcoNT and used in RCUT. 
Theorem 5.1. RCUT and RcONTsOus are two P-equivalent representations of 
R . More precisely : 
(a) There exists a CP-functional from Z x (-1, 0, +l}” to Z X (0, l}NjxN which 
sends RCuT in RXNTSOUS and whose restriction to RcuT represents the identity of 
R. 
(b) There exists a B-functional from Z x (0, l}NrxN to Z X (-1, 0, +l}” which 
sends R coms~~~ in KTJT and whose restriction to RCqNTSoUS represents the 
identity of R. 
Proof. Consider first one element (z, t) of Z X (-1, 0, +l}o. It means that we 
have a data z and an oracle t. We will describe a polynomial-time functional (time 
bounded irrespective of the oracle outputs), which computes the subgraph of the 
dfc of the real x represented by (z, t) when (z, t) is in RCUT. Therefore, we have 
a second data: one couple (n, m) in NT x N for which we have to decide whether 
m 6 Zf (n) with f(n) = a,(x) (when (z, t) is suitable). 
We will assume (z, t) in RCoT, however, the reader could verify that the 
assumption is not necessary to bound the computation time. 
First of all, the integral part e of x is z + 1 or z (we ask t(z + 1) to decide). The 
principle lies in computing successively: 
- test m G f (l)?, if the answer is yes: end, otherwise compute f(l), 
- test m s Zf (2)?, if the answer is yes: end, otherwise compute f (2), etc., 
- test m s &‘f (k)?, if the answer is yes: end, otherwise compute f(k), . . . , until 
k = n (if we did not stop before). 
Set m. := m. We first have 
m,Gf(l) e -&3x1 
1 
:=x-e H e+-2=x. 
m. 
We query the oracle for e + l/ma. If the answer is x s e + l/ma, we have finished 
since moSf(l) s Zf(k). Otherwise, we take the upper bound m, of f(1) which 
will allow us to compute f (1) through dichotomy in N and from the first values 1 
and m,. This means we have to question at most lg(m,) times the oracle for 
the values e + l/mo,i where mo,i is between 1 and m,. 
Assume now we got ‘m > Zf (k)’ and we computed f(k), with k <n. Consider 
mk := m - Zf (k). We computed at the same time the convergents pk-_l/qk-l and 
pk/qk. We know the homographic function Hk such that Int(H,(x)) = f (k + l), as 
well as the reciprocal homographic function J!+. Then, we have 
m S Zf (k + 1) G mk sf(k + 1) e mk OH, = X 1 Lk(mk), 
where I represents s or 2 according to the evenness of k. 
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We query the oracle for L&Q. If m S Zf(k + l), we know that m G Zf(n). If 
not, we compute f(k + 1) by dichotomy as we have upper bound rnk for f(k + l), 
that implies to question the oracle for ‘few’ values L,(m,,,) where mk,i is between 
1 and mk. 
It iS Clear that mk, pk and qk Still have a size that is polynomially bounded 
according to the size of the data it, m and z. And so, the computation time can 
polynomially be bounded without depending on the answers given by the oracle. 
(Just note that if (z, t) is not in IRoUT, the answers given by the above algorithm 
can just as well not correspond to the subgraph of an increasing function.) 
Consider the functional in the other way round. We have the following data: 
one rational a/b, the integral part of x and one oracle for _Zf subgraph (where the 
dfc of x is [e;f(l),f(2), . . . , f(n), . . .]. We have to compare x to a/b. 
We could first point out that the data a/b can be given in the form of the dfc 
[ co; Cl, * * * , ck], (where ck 2 2 if k 3 1). 
We would also point out that if we know a real number y in Room : y = 
[ ao; a,, . . . , a,, . . . 1, and comparison of y to a/b can be directly obtained from 
dfc according to the following algorithm: 
if 3j < k such that ai f Ci, let i be the first index, then: 
ifai=o sg(a/b -y) := (-l)i+l 
otherwise sg(a/b - y ) : = (- l)‘+‘sg(aj - Ci) 
otherwise 
ifaksck-2 sg(a/b -y) := (-1)k 
ifak>ck sg(a/b -y) := (-l)k+’ 
ifa, = ck 
if&+1 = 0 a/b =y (sg(al6 -y) := 0) 
otherwise sg(a/b -y) := (-1)k 
ifa, = ck - 1 
ifa k+l = 1 and a,‘+2 = 0 a/b =y (sg(alb -y) := 0) 
otherwise sg(a/b -y) := (-l)k+‘. 
As far as x is concerned, we only know the subgraph of Zf, but we can proceed 
step by step as follows: 
Compare e and co: 
if e # co, compare x to a/b according to the above algorithm 
otherwise 
test: cr~f(l)?, andc,-l<f(l)? inorderto know sg(cr-f(1)) 
if c1 #f (1) compare x to a/b according to the above algorithm 
otherwise 
we know that f (1) = cl and we can know sg(c* - f(2)) by testing: 
c1 + c2 s Zf (2)?, and cl + c2 - l< Zf (2)? 
if c2 #f (2) compare x to a/b according to the above algorithm, etc. 
NB: if we get to index k, we will moreover have to test f(k) = ck - 1 as 
well as f (k + 1) = l?, etc. 
All the computation is bounded in polynomial time from the size of the data. Cl 
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5.2. Growth-rate of the continued fraction development and irrationality measure 
We have pointed out at the beginning of Section 5.1 that the complexity of a 
function f : N, --+ fV could be considered under two aspects: 
- the complexity of the sub-graph of Ef, 
- the growth-rate of Zf. 
For [e;f(l),fW, . . .I in lr&oNT, we have explained the complexity of the 
subgraph of zjc by relating it to the complexity of the Dedekind cut for the 
corresponding real number x. We now obtain an interpretation for the growth 
rate of ,Yf in terms of irrationality measure without a sign for X. 
First, point out that we will use an irrationality measure without a sign in a 
unary representation for the real number X, that is: an increasing function 
Q, : N,+ N, such that we have, for any rational p/q : Ix -p/q1 > 1/2rp(‘b’(q)). 
Proposition 5.2. (a) If Q, is an irrationality measure without a sign in unary terms 
for a real number n and is given in R,,,, in the form of [e;f(l), f(2), . . .], then, 
for any n, we have 
Mf (n + 1)) 6 V(n k(-Zf (n))). (1) 
(b) Inversely, if an increasing function 11, satisfies the above inequality, then we 
get an irrationality measure without a sign in unary terms for the real number x if 
we set 
q(n) := 3 + 2n + 2+(2n2) + v((1 + 2n)(l+ n + v(2n2))). 
Particularly, cp is polynomially bounded if and only if I# is polynomially bounded. 
Proof. Let p,,/q,, be the successive convergents of x. We then have the 
inequalities: 
Wf (n)) 6 k(qA s n k(-?f (n)), 2 Mq,) 2 n - 1, 
1 
4n(4n + %I+,) ’ 
where n is the first index such that qn > q. 
If Q? is given, we have 
Mf (n + 1)) 6 k(q,+J s Ng(qA) from (2). 
(2) 
(3) 
As p7 increases, we have 
CpMqJ) s v(n k(-?f (n))), 
whence the inequality (1). 
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Inversely, if T/J satisfies the inequality (l), then from (2) and (3) we have 
lg(%l(4n + 4n+1)) s 2 lg(%J + lg(2 +f(n + 1)) 
s 2 lg(%l) + 1+ V(n lg(-V(n))). 
So, 
lg(qJ c lg(%-1) + lg(1 +f(n)) c lg(q) + 1+ V((n - l)Ig(V(n - 1))) 
c Ig(q) + 1+ V(2 lg(q)*). 
We use again 
Ig(-V(n)) s lg(qA 
and we get the equality of Proposition 5.2(b). 0 
5.3. Instability of the addition in R CONT( 9’) 
Shallit continued fractions. In order to construct two real numbers in RCoNT(9) 
whose sum is not in R .o,(DTIME(T(n))), h w ere T is a recursive increasing 
function which is given, we use the continued fractions discovered by Shallit [7]. 
Common assumptions for the ShaUit Theorem and the following lemma. Let 
T : N1+ N1 be an increasing function that verifies T(n + 1) 3 2T(n) for any 
integer IZ 2 no and consider d(n) : = T(n + 1) - 2T(n). We set 
B(u) n) := k$o $q (where u is an integer 22). 
Shallit Theorem. Zf n 2 no and B(u, n) = [a,;. . . , a,], where we have chosen the 
development in continued fraction with p an even number (so, aP can be equal to 
l), then 
B(u, n + 1) = [a,;. . . , up, u+) - 1, 1, aP - 1, aP_l, . . . , al] 
(where [ao; . . . , b, c, 0, d, e, . . .] contracts into [ao; . . . , b, c + d, e, . . .I). 
Next, when no = 0, T(0) 3 1 and d(n) 3 1 for any n, the continued fraction of 
B(u, 00) satisfies 
[O; v - 1, 1, U d(0) - 1 21, z./(l) - 1, 1, v - 1, Ud(0) - 1, 1, v - 1, Ud@) - 1, . . .], ) 
where v = u’(O) without any ‘contraction’. We therefore note that the only partial 
quotients are v - 1, v, 1, and the z&‘u) - 1, and so B(u, m) has bounded partial 
quotients if and only if the udCi) are bounded. 
Hence the next lemma follows. 
Lemma. Zf no = 0, T(0) 2 1, d(n) 3 1 (for any n) and if d(lg(n)) : N,+ N1 is 
polynomial-time computable, then the dfc of B(u, =J) is polynomial-time 
computable. 
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Proof. Let n be a unary integer, we want to compute the nth partial quotient of 
B(u, 00). We compute the even dfc [O; uT(“) - 1 1 z/(“) - 1 uT(“)] of B(u, l), 
where we have uT(“) - 1 Z= 1; next the even dfc 0; ;(u, 2), . .‘. , B(u, k) through 
repeated applications of the Shallit theorem, without any contraction, until the 
last index of the dfc obtained exceeds n + 1. 
At each step, the dfc has its last index multiplied by 2. We therefore stop at 
k < lg(n) + 1. The size of the successive dfcs remains bounded by a fixed 
polynomial in n. The computation time for each step is suitably bounded: we 
compute m = d(i) in unary form, from which it may be inferred urn in binary form 
and we then only have to recopy (twice) the previous dfc. 17 
Remark. The lemma assumptions could be weakened. 
The next theorem solves a conjecture in [4]. 
Theorem 5.3. For each increasing recursive function T, there exist two real 
numbers x, y in IF&! CONT(CP) but whose sum is not in R,,,(DTIME(T)) (neither in 
R CONT(DTIMW)) so). 
Proof. Let S : N1+ N, be a time-constructible function and that verifies the test 
‘is k in the form of S(i)?’ is in polynomial time (where k is unary). 
Let d : N, + N, be a polynomial-time computable function with d(n) 2 2 for 
any n, and Tl : N,+ N1 a function such that 
- T,(O)>2, 
- T,(n + 1) - 2T,(n) = d(n). 
Assume T,(k) := T,(S(k)) and define the real numbers x and y: 
cc 
x=x 1 
k=” 2fi’k” Y=k$" &. 
Assume z : = x + y, then we get 
cc 
z=cI 
T,(k) - 1, 
where T,(k) = [ T,(k), 
if k = S(j), 
kzO 2C(k) otherwise. 
Therefore, we obtain for the function T3: 
- G(O) 3 1, 
- T,(n + 1) - 2T,(n) = d,(n) with d,(n) 2 1 for any n. 
Moreover, d, is polynomial time computable since 
- d,(n) = d(n), ‘f 1 n and n + 1 are not in the form S(i), 
= d(n) + 2, if n is in the form S(i), 
= d(n) - 1, if n + 1 is in the form S(i). 
So, x and z have a polynomial-time computable dfc. Therefore, -x also has a 
polynomial-time computable dfc. However, the dfc of y = z + (-x) is not in 
R MIR(DTIME( T)), if ever we have the inequality: T,(k + 1) 2 T(2T,(k)) + 
T,(k) + 1 (see proof of Theorem 4.3). 
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The only thing is to choose S such that 
S(k + 1) > T(2T,(S(k))) + T,(S(k)) + 1. 0 
From Theorem 5.3 we deduce an improvement of Proposition 3.12(c). 
Proposition 5.4. There does not exist any recursive function 
R CONT(~) x R coNT(~)+ R3Im-r 
which represents the addition in R. 
Proof. Let v : N+ IWCONT(~) be an effective enumeration of RcoNT(~). A 
recursive function $ from RcoNT(S”) x R.,,(P) to RCoNT, is then given, via 
this enumeration q, by two recursive functions: 
$J,:NxN+Z, &:NxNxlq+N, 
such that the dfc of @(q(i), q(j)) is 
[&(i, i); &(i, i, I), c/G, i, I), etc.]. 
The recursive function & has a recursive time complexity S. If i and j are fixed, 
the dfc of @(q(i), q(j)) has then a time complexity bounded by S(C, + n). But 
there exists a recursive function T increasing faster than all the functions 
IZ HS(C + n). Contradiction with Theorem 5.3. •i 
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